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INTRQDUCTION

In 1945 Arthur C. Clarke wrote an article in the "Wireless World" magazine

suggesting that satellites could be used for easy global conmumications. It

was not until 20 years later when "Early Bird" (later renamed Intelsat 1)

was launched in 1965 that this became a serious possibility providing

communications across the Atlantic. Clarke suggested that the satellite

could be powered by a low pressure steam boiler, heated by the Sun using

mirrors of 50m diameter ! Electrical solar cell technology was still to be

developed.

centrifugal
force

The height of the satelhte above the Earth's surface affects the time taken

for one rotation. The article correctly quoted that the altitude above the

Earth's surface needed for a 24 hour period was approximately 36,000 km.

In this case the satelhte would appear "stationary" as viewed from the

Earth.

CIRCULAR ORBIT DYNAMICS

To maintain a

satellite in a

circular orbit the

satellite must

have a force

acting on it

directed to a

single point. This

is, of course,

provided by

gravity.

velocity <v>

gravitational
force

circular

orbitU

FIG.l. CIRCULAR ORBIT DYNAMICS
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Centrifugal Force needed = M.

Gravitational Force = G . Mg .

r^

Where, the Force is in Newtons

Mg = Mass of Earth (5.976 x 10^"^ kgm)

Mg = Mass of satellite (kgm)

r = radius of the orbit (m) from the centre of

the Earth

G = Gravitational Constant (6.67 x 10"^^

m^/kgra/s^)

For a stable circular orbit these forces must be equal,

i.e. Mg v" = G . Mg. Mg

r r^

So, V = / G. Mg

Now, Orbital Period (T) = 27ir/v

So, T = 2 r

J GM./r

T = 2nt^

fomT
N.B. T is independent of Satellite Mass (Mg)

Also, . r = / T' . G. M,

4

1/3
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3. GEO-SYNCHRONOUS AND GEO-STATIONARY ORBITS

3.1 The rotational period of the Earth is 23 hrs 56 mins. If the

satellite's orbital period is to be the same, the distance r must be :

r = 42,162.8 km

The satellite must also travel with a particular velocity :

V = 3 km/s

« 6,750 mph

These orbits are generally known as GEOSYNCHRONOUS.

3.2 If the orbit also hes in the equatorial plane of the Earth the satelhte

will appear stationary as viewed from the Earth. Such orbits are

described as GEO-STATIONARY. An alternative name is the

CLARKE ORBIT.

3.3 The Earth is not a perfect sphere. Due to its spinning on the

North/South axis it is fatter at the equator :

Polar Earth radius = 6,357 km

Equatorial Eairth radius = 6,378 km

Hence, the altitude of the satellite above the equator (i.e. above its

"sub-satellite point") is :

42,162.8 - 6,378 km

35,784.8 km
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4. OTHER ORBITS

4.1 Molniva and Tundra Orbits

Satellites in the geo

stationary orbit cannot see

the Earth's polar regions.

To provide coverage in

these areas highly inclined

orbits must be used. These

will not, of course, be geo

stationary. However,

elliptical orbits can be used

polar regions
not covered

by satellite ^

satellite

global
bean

Earth

FIG.2. GLOBAL BEAM COVERAGE

where the satellite remains in approximately the same position for

long periods of time. viz. the MOLNIYA and TUNDRA orbits.

The laws of motion which govern how satellites move are

summarised in Kepler's three laws. His first law states that "orbits,

in general, are elliptical with the Earth at one of the focii".

His second law states that "equal areas are swept out in equal

times". This implies that the satelhte travels more slowly when it is

a large distance from the Earth and more quickly when it is closer.

□rbit

long
arc

(high velocl-ty>

Earthshor-t
arc

<lo*f velocity)

Equal areas swept out In equal tines

Fias. VARIATION OF SATELLITE VELOCITY IN AN

ELLIPTICAL ORBIT
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Molniya and Tundra

orbits are used by Russia

to cover its large land

masses near the North

Pole. At the apogee

(position in orbit furthest

from Earth), the satellite

will appear "quasi-

stationary" and can be

used for periods of

between 8 to 12 hours.

Two or three satellites

with suitably phased

orbits can provide a frdl

24 hour service.

/
/

//)

//n /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
// / //
// / //
// / //
/ / / / /K
/ / / / \
^ / X-/ Tundra

/ A.''X / Molniya

/ / ,
/ / y
(^
/

FIG.4. MOLNIYA AND TUNDRA

ORBITS

W

Molniya orbit;

Tundra orbit:

apogee « 40,000 km perigee « 1,000 km

apogee = 46,300 km perigee = 25,250 km

N.B. Receivers must be able to cope with the Doppler shifts which

are introduced on the signals because of the varying speed.

4.2 Low Earth Circular Orbits (LEO)

These orbits have altitudes of between 500 to 1500 km. They are

mainly used for Earth resources, weather and navigation satellites.

They have typical orbit periods of approximately 100 mins (for 500

km altitude).

"IRIDIUM" is a plan to encircle the globe with LEO satellites to

provide worldwide comms. This would involve connectivity between

satellites rather than just between a satellite and the Earth stations.
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5. SATELLITE FREQUENCY BANDS

The frequency allocations for satellite links are determined by international

agreement through the ITU (International Telecommunications Union) and

WARC's (World Administration Radio Conferences). They are chosen to

minimise interference with other users e.g. terrestrial microwave links

which may use the same frequency bands. The allocations may be different

in different parts of the World. See Appendix for ITU table of allocations.

Each satellite may have twenty or more transponders on board operating

on several different frequency bands. A particular transponder wiU usually

up and downlink in the same band. The uplink frequency is generally

higher than the downlink. Each band is described by a letter :

(a) L band (approx. 1 to 1.5 GHz)

Used by some Inmarsat satellites for satellite telephones. It is also

a commonly used IF in most satellite equipment (e.g. satellite LNB's

usually produce an o/p in the range 0.95 GHz to 1.7 GHz).

(b) S band (approx. 2.5 GHz)

Used by some Insat's (Indian satellites)

(c) C band (typically up on 6 GHz and down on 4 GHz)

This was the first main satellite band to be used. It is still very

popular in the USA. Most Intelsat's have C band capacity. These

are invariably attached to global beam antennas on the satellite,

these are useful in providing finks between widely separated earth

stations on one "hop" but usually require large diameter antennas at

the earth stations.

(d) Ku band (typically up on 14 GHz and down on 11 GHz)

This is the most popular band in Europe.

The two most common bands for general satellite communications are C-

band and Ku-band and the allocations in most European coimtries is shown

below :
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BANDFREQ.RANGESERVICE

n
^down3.65 - 4.2FSS

KUd„^„10.7 - 10.95FSS

10.95 - 11.7FSS

11.7 - 12.5BSS ("DBS")

12.5 - 12.75FSS

14 - 14.5FSS

BSS = Broadcasting Satellite Service ("DBS")

N.B. Satellite uplinks operating from France cannot tx above 14.250 GHz

(risk of causing interference to terrestrial links)

6. GEO-STATIONARY ORBIT OCCUPANCY

6.1 Satellite Position

The position of satellites in this orbit is described by stating the

LONGITUDE OF THE SUB-SATELLITE POINT. This is stated

in either degrees East or West of 0° (up to 180°), or simply in degrees

East (up to 359°East).

e.g. IS 601 = 27.5° W

s 332.5° E (often just quoted as 332.5°)

6.2 Orbital Slots

Congestion is now a major problem in the geo-stationary orbit

particularly over the Americas and Europe. Until recently the closest

spacing allowed for satellites using the same frequency bands was

every 3°. Satellites could not be spaced closer than this because of

the risk that Earth Station antenna sidelobes could cause

interference with adjacent satellites. However, with improved

antenna radiation patterns the minimum spacing allowed has now

been reduced to 2°. This allows more occupancy ! With 3° spacing

the distance between adjacent orbital slots is = 2,200 km.
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Satellites which use different frequency bands can be co-located (e.g.

Eutelsats II F1 and II F6 ("hot bird 1") are both at 13® E.

GEO-STATIONARY ARC

7.1 This refers to the apparent range of positions occupied by geo

stationary satellites as seen from a particular point on the Earth's

surface. Only a limited section of the entire orbit can be seen. The

length of the visible arc decreases as the latitude of the earth station

increases. For stations in the Northern hemisphere the arc achieves

maximum elevation when looking due South (v.v. for stations in

Southern hemisphere).

7.2 The arc visible from London is shown below. The maximum

elevation is approximately 32° for satellites with the same longitude

as the Earth station, (i.e. 0°E in this case).
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r lOROp^lW
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AZIMUTH ETH

HORIZON PROFILE k GEO-STATIONARY ARC
AS VIEWED FROM THE CENTRAL WEDGE *

BBC TELEVISION CENTRE. SHEPHERDS BUSH
UTITUOE 51" 30' 34' NORTH /LONOTUOE 0* 13* 28* WEST
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8. EARTH STATION ANTENNA POINTING

8.1 Two parameters are used to define the position of a given satellite as

seen firom a particular place on the Earth's surface :

(a) Azimuth

This is the bearing of the satellite in the horizontal plane in

degrees East of True North (°ETN).

(b) Elevation

This is the angle in degrees of the satellite above the horizon.

These two parameters are sometimes called LOOK ANGLES. They

both depend on the latitude and longitude of the Earth station and

also on the satellite position (i.e. the longitude of the sub-satellite

point). The formialae are quoted below.

8.2 Azimuth

Let A = LongitudesATELLiTE - LongitudegiTE (both ° E)

Let B = LatitudegiTE (always a -i-ve angle in ° N or

°S)

For Earth Stations in the Northern Hemisphere :

Azimuth = 180 - Arc tan ( Tan A / Sin B ) ° ETN

N.B. for Earth Stations in the Southern Hemisphere :

Azimuth = + Arc tan (Tan A / Sin B ) ° ETN

8.3 Elevation

Let E = Arc cos ( Cos A x Cos B )

Elevation = Arctan/cosE - 0.151266483 j °
V SinE /

N.B. 0.151266483 = Rq / ( Rq + h ) where Rq = Earth's

equatorial radius and h = altitude of

satellite over the subsatellite point.
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8.4 Example

Find the look angles for the Astra satellite (19.2° E) as seen from

Wood Norton (top of Tunnel Hill) at SP 018474. This is approx. 52°

N and 2° W.

Now, A

And, B

So, Azimuth

19.2 - (-2)

21.2°

52°

180 - Arc tan (0.3878/0.7880)

153.8°

26.2° East of due South

Also, E

So, Elevation

55°

Arc tan ((Cos E - 0.151266483)/Sin E)

27.3° above the horizon

These look angles can also be found from nomograms. An example

is shown below.

0* 10*20* 30* «0* ftO* •«* 10' »0«
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8.4 Path Length

The slant path length (d) is needed for accurately calculating path

loss (see "Satellite Link Budgets" handout). It is given by :

35,785 ( 1 + 0.4199 (1 - Cos km

9. ORBIT DISTURBANCES AND STATION KEEPING

9.1 Introduction

Besides the main force on the satellite directed to the centre of the

Earth, there are additional small forces which modify the orbit.

These arise from several sources and cause different effects.

9.2 Gradual East or West Drift

The Earth's equatorial radius is not perfectly circular. To first order

it is elhptical.

75" E

180

satellite
orbit

Stoble
Points

15'V

At the "stable" and "semi-

stable" longitude

positions the force on the

sateUite acts through the

Earth's centre, i.e. there

is no pertiurbing force.

However, if the satellite

has any other longitude

the force acts through a

point slightly off-centre. FIG.5. SATELLITE GRAVEYARDS

This can be resolved into

the main force through the centre and a small perturbing force

directed in either the East or West direction. If this force is not

corrected the satellite will gradually drift to one of the stable

positions (over India or Central America). These are sometimes

105'y

alliptical
Earth's
equator
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called "graveyards". To prevent this from occurring EastAVest

thrusters are fired every few weeks to maintain the position. This

drift occurs even for perfectly circular satelhte orbits which are in the

equatorial plane.

9.3 Satellite Orbit Inclination

At laimch no orbit can be made to lie precisely in the equatorial

plane. Even if this were possible there are extra perturbing forces

from the Moon and the Sun which produce a gradual increase in the

inchnation.

Once the orbit has a slight inchnation another perturbing force arises

to increase this inclination still fiirther. This occurs due the the

Earth having a slightly fatter equatorial radius compared to its polar

radius.

The effect of orbitN

inchnation is to introduce

an apparent motion to1 snaller

the satellite : the\ 1 polar
\ 1 radius

satellite's apparent

position as viewed from

the Earth's surface will

oscillate with an overall
4 ̂
fatter

period of 24 hours,

describing a "figure of

equatorial
radius

eight" pattern. This is as FIG.6. OBLATENESS OF EARTH

a result of two orthogonal

linear apparent motions : a North/South oscillation with a period of

24 hours, and an East/West oscillation with a period of 12 hours.

The resulting "figure of eight" pattern is analogous to a Lissajous

figure on a CRO fed with two signals, one twice the frequency of the
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other, with alternate zero crossing points coinciding. This apparent

motion is easiest to explain if the Earth Station and satellite have

the same longitude.

(a) North/South Motion

ELEVATION <E2>

ELEVATION (El>

0 hrsj

12 hrs

Inclined satellite
orbit

The relative tines during the
orbit are shown

FIG.7. NORTH/SOUTH MOTION

It is clear from the diagram that Eg is > Ei and that the

elevation of the satellite oscillates with a period of 24 hours.

(h) EastAVest Motion

The diagram below is drawn in the equatorial plane. If the

circular satellite orbit is inclined it will appear elliptical when

it is projected into this plane. The Earth station, meanwhile,

describes a circular orbit. At the four cardinal points in the

diagram, the satelhte will have the correct azimuthal position

(viz. due South if viewed from the Northern hemisphere).

However, the satellite's projected speed will vary as it moves

round its "elliptical" orbit. This causes the apparent

azimuthal position to complete two cycles of oscillation in a

24 hour period.
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t
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FIG.8. EASTAVEST MOTION

(c) Overall Apparent Motion

If the satellite and the Earth

Station have the same longitude

the apparent motion will be a

"vertical figure of eight".

EAST/WEST
NQTIDN

< >
/X \ y's

\vNQRTH/SOJTH

/\
HDTnx

FIG.9. APPARENT

MOTION

If they have different longitudes

the "figure of eight apparent

motion" will be incUned :

EAST/VEST
mjthm

<—>

O 1
S

'

NDRTH/SOfTH

f
wnsM

✓

FIG. 10. APPARENT

MOTION
w
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The size of both the North/South and EastAVest apparent

motions depend mainly on the satellite's orbit inclination but

also shghtly on the latitude of the Earth Station. Both

motions increase with increase in inclination.

If uncorrected the inclination of an orbit would gradually

increase at a rate of between 0.75° and 0.95° per year. This

would gradually increase the size of the apparent motion,

thereby posing severe tracking problems for Earth Stations

with large antennas and very narrow beamwidths. Remember,

these are supposed to be "geo-stationary satellites" !

9.4 Station Keeping

Most large commiinications satellites incorporate thrusters which are

remotely fired every few weeks by the Operator's Ground Control

Station to keep the satellite in its correct position. There are two

sets of thrusters which can be fired independently :

(a) EastAVest Thrusters

These prevent the satellite from drifting too close to the next

satellite in the geo-stationary orbit. The current minimum

spacing is 2° to prevent one Earth Station from accidentally

accessing the adjacent satellite via its sidelobes. Fuel must

always be available for this EastAVest station keeping.

(b) North/South Thnisters

These are used to reduce the inclination of the orbit and hence

to minimise the North/South and EastAVest apparent motion.

Under normal circumstances the operator will keep the

satellite's apparent position within a box of ± 0.05° in both

azimuth and elevation (= "box" with linear dimension of about

70 km) . In general this means that for dishes less than 5m

in diameter no continuous tracking is needed.
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However, the "life" of a satellite is now mainly determined by

how much fuel can be carried for station keeping rather than

by electronic failure. Towards the end of a satelhte's life the

operator may decide to abandon the North/South station

keeping to conserve fuel. This will, of course, increase the

apparent motion making tracking essential. When the

inchnation exceeds approx. ± 3.5° the operator will then park

the satellite in a slightly larger orbit and switch off the

electronics.

Operators publish bulletins regularly which list the current

inclinations of their satellites.
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10. SOLAR ECLIPSES

10.1 Eclipse Duration

Satellites obtain their power mainly from solsur cells. However, at

particular times of the year the geo-stationary satellites enter the

shadow zone cast by the Earth.

Earth's axis

tilted away
fron Sun

Sun

Earth's

shadow

zone

satellite does not

enter shadow zone

FIG.ll. WINTER SOLSTICE (N. Hemisphere)

Earth's axis

tilted into

paper

^

- - ̂

Ear-th's

shadow

Sun- ̂

- >/ satellite enters shadow

"" ̂ zone for a short period

FIG. 12. EQUINOX (Spring or Autumn)
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The eclipse duration is maximum at the equinoxes (March 21st and

Sept. 21st) and lasts approximately 72 mins. The eclipse duration

falls to to zero twenty two days either side of the equinox date.

70
.•% • *

ECLIPSE
DURATION
(MINUTES)

30 20 10 EQUINOX 10 20 30
DAYS MARCH 21st

EARLIER AND
SEPTEMBER 21st

10.2 Choice of Satellite Longitude

During the eclipse the satellite has to use battery power. In some

cases some transponders may have to run at reduced power or even

be switched off. The local time of day at which the eclipse occurs

and, hence, when satellite services may be affected, depends on the

relative longitudes of the satellite and the Earth Station,

e.g. consider Astra and the DBS orbital slot allocated to the UK :

(a) 31° W (once occupied by "Marco Polo")

0 V

Sun0-31 V

/
Marco Polo
satellite

— — ̂ local Tine at suta-satelllte
point is 0000 hrs

FIG. 13. MARCO POLO SATELLITE
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(b)

Local time (in UK) = Midnight-f- (31/360) x 24hrs

= 0000 + 2 hours

0200

i.e. the satellite is eclipsed when the local time in the UK is

the middle of the night. Transmitted signals and, hence,

power requirements, can be reduced at this time. This is a

good position for a UK DBS satellite.

19° E (Astra)

Sun

>

- >

local tine at
sub-satellite point

is 0000 hrs

Astra

satellite

©-19°E

0°E

FIG.14. ASTRA SATELLITE

Local time in UK = Midnight - (19/360) x 24 hrs

= 0000 - 1 hr 16 mins

2244

This time is in the middle of the evening and, hence, is a poor

satellite position for UK DBS. However, technical arguments

are not always the final arbiter of which satelhte is used for a

given service !

11. SUN OUTAGES

Another problem which affects satellite communications at the equinox

periods is the SUN OUTAGE. This occurs when the satellite position

appears close to, or in front of, the Sun. There is a huge increase in the
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thennal noise picked up by the Earth station antenna from the Sun which

completely obliterates the satellite signal. The satellite link is imuseable

for several minutes.

"thermal noise

from Sun

receiving
E/S

satelliteEarth

FIG.15. SUN OUTAGE

These times can be predicted and are circulated beforehand by the operator

to users in a similar way as the current orbit incUnations. Tables are

produced for a particular satellite and a number of t5T)ical locations in

different coimtries. Maximum sim outage time does not exceed about 8

mins.

Sun's path
during summer

GEOSTATIONARY
ARC

SATELLITE IN
SOUVR OUTAGE

Sun's path
during winter

EASTAzimuth °EAzimuth 'WWEST
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12. APPENDIX (ITU Table of Satellite frequency Allocations)

For convenience the ITU splits the World into three regions

Region 1 = Europe, Africa, Russia

Region 2 = North and South America

Region 3 = Indonesia and Australia

Band GHzRegion 1Region 2Region 3UseBand

3.4-4.2DDDcommercialC

4.5-4.8DDD
tiII

5.725-5.85U
--

IIII

5.85-7.075UUU
IIII

7.25-7.75DDDmilitaryX

7.94-8.4UUU
IIII

10.7-11.7U*,DDDcommercialKu

11.7-12.2-D-

IIII

12.5-12.7U,D-D
IIII

12.7-12.75U,DUD
IIII

12.75-13.25UuU
IIII

14.0-14.5uuU
IIII

14.5-14.8uuuDBS uphnk
II

17.3-18.1uuuDBS uphnk
II

18.1-20.2DDDcommercialK

20.2-21.2DDDmilitary
II

27-27.5
-UUcommercialKa

27.5-30Uuu
IIII
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D = downlink

U = uplink

U* = restricted to a DBS feeder uplink

The actual allocations allowed in different countries are decided by the

relevant government based on this chart.

w
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